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Abstract
A broadcast graph is an n-vertex communication network that supports a
broadcast from any one vertex to all other vertices in optimal time dlg ne, given
that each message transmission takes one time unit and a vertex participates
in at most one transmission per time step. This paper establishes tight bounds
for B (n), the minimum number of edges of a broadcast graph, and D(n), the
minimum maxdegree of a broadcast graph. Let L(n) denote the number of
consecutive leading 1's in the binary representation of integer n , 1. We show
B (n) = (L(n)  n) and D(n) = (lg lg n + L(n)), and for every n we give a construction simultaneously within a constant factor of both lower bounds. For all
n we also construct graphs with O(n) edges and O(lg lg n) maxdegree requiring
at most dlg ne + 1 time units to broadcast. Our broadcast protocols may be
implemented with local control and O(lg lg n) bits overhead per message.
This material is based upon work supported under a National Science Foundation Graduate
Fellowship. Work done partly at AT&T Bell Labs, Murray Hill, NJ 07974.
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1 Introduction
This paper deals with graphs suitable for performing broadcasts eciently. We represent a communication network by a connected graph G, where the vertices of G
represent processors and the edges represent bidirectional communication channels.
We assume communication has the following constraints:
1. messages may be sent directly only between neighbors in the graph,
2. each message transmission takes one unit of time,
3. a vertex may participate in at most one message transfer at a time.
That is, if u sends a message to v, neither u nor v may send or receive another
message on that step. A broadcast protocol for G allows any originator vertex to send
a message to all other vertices in the network. This broadcast model is studied in
several papers [BHLP1, BHLP2, CL1, CL2, F1, F2, FH, FP, FHMP, HHL, HL, L,
MH, P, RL, SW, SCH, Wa].
Given G and vertex v 2 G let b(v; G) be the minimum time needed to broadcast
from v. Let b(G) = maxv b(v; G), the broadcast radius of G. Since the number of
vertices knowing the message may at most double on each step, b(G)  dlg ne for any
n-vertex graph G (lg denotes log ). A broadcast graph is an n-vertex graph G with
b(G) = dlg ne.
We consider three cost measures for broadcast graphs and their protocols. The
rst, which is often the most signi cant cost measure in network design, is the number
of edges. Let B (n) denote the minimum number of edges of any n-vertex broadcast
graph. A minimum broadcast graph is a broadcast graph with B (n) edges; a number
of previous papers have dealt with determining values of B (n) and nding minimum
or near-minimum broadcast graphs. The values of B (n) were determined precisely
for n  18 [FHMP, MH, Wa]. For general n it was shown that B (n) = O(n lg n)
[F1] and that B (n) = (n) (more precisely, n , 1 is a stated lower bound in [F1, L],
and B (n)  n for n > 3 is implied by the discussion in [F2]). For n a power of two,
B (n) = n lg n [FHMP], realizable by the hypercube graph. However, for n not a
power of 2 the behavior of B (n) was not precisely determined.
The second cost measure we consider is the maximum degree of broadcast graphs.
This measure is not as well studied as the previous one in the context of broadcast graphs, but is no less important due to current limitations in networking technology. For vertex v 2 G let d(v) denote its degree, so the maxdegree of G is
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(G) = maxv d(v). Let D(n) be the minimum maxdegree of any n-vertex broadcast graph. Several previous papers concentrated on broadcasting on bounded-degree
graphs [BHLP1, LP].
The nal cost measure we consider is the message overhead needed to implement
the broadcast protocol under local control. We assume the broadcast messages may
carry along extra control bits, and we bound the maximum number of extra bits
needed on any message sent in the protocol. We assume that processors know the
size of the graph and their own identity in the graph, as well as local information such
as the identities of their neighbors. We assume also that processors know on which
edge an incoming message arrives; in some situations this is all the information the
processor needs. We use a synchronous model where all messages take unit time,
although we do not assume processors have access to a global clock.
For an integer n > 1 let L(n) denote the number of leading 1's in the binary
representation of n , 1; for example L(14) = L(1101 + 1) = 2. Then 1  L(n) 
dlg ne. L(n) is monotone increasing in the range 2t, < n  2t for any t  1.
For n in such range we have L(n) = t , dlg(2t , n + 1)e. Note that L(n) grows
slowly in this interval; in particular, it equals 1 over the rst half of the interval
(2t, < n  2t, + 2t, ), 2 over the next quarter of the interval and so on. More
generally, for all n; l  1,
j fi : 1 < i  n; L(i) > lg j < 2,l ;
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so L(n) is bounded by a constant for `most' values of n.
We show B (n) = (L(n)  n) and D(n) = (lg lg n + L(n)), and we construct
graphs meeting both bounds simultaneously. Since L(n) = o(lg lg n) for most n,
this implies that most minimum broadcast graphs must be irregular, since they have
O(L(n)) (constant) average degree but (lg lg n) maxdegree.
Furthermore, we give protocols which may be implemented with O(lg lg n) bit
overhead per message in the synchronous model. In the asynchronous model, where
there is no guarantee on message transmission time, the same graphs need O(lg n)
bits overhead per message to avoid message collisions. These asynchronous protocols
are tree-shaped: there are exactly n , 1 messages sent, one to each processor besides
the originator.
In view of the practical signi cance of keeping B (n) and D(n) as small as possible,
it may sometimes be desirable to allow a slight increase in broadcast time in order to
allow a decrease in these cost parameters. This has led to the following relaxation of
the problem [F1, L]. A relaxed broadcast graph G has b(G)  dlg ne +1. Let B 0 (n) and
2

D0 (n) denote the minimum number of edges and maxdegree required for an n-vertex
relaxed broadcast graph. In [F1] it is noted that B 0(n) may be signi cantly less than
B (n) when n is equal to or slightly less than a power of 2. They demonstrate this
fact by considering n = 16 (where the minimum time requirement is 4 steps while the
relaxed requirement is 5 steps) for which B (n) = 32 and B 0(n) = 19. We construct
relaxed broadcast graphs with O(n) edges and O(lg lg n) maxdegree, both within a

constant factor of optimal. (Again a priori these must be irregular graphs.)
Although we have made our de nitions for undirected graphs, our constructions
use directed graphs, where messages may only travel in the direction of the edge. This
leads to the analogous de nitions of broadcast digraphs, their minimum edge number
B~ (n), and their minimum relaxed edge number B~ 0 (n). Clearly B (n)  B~ (n) 
2  B (n) and B 0 (n)  B~ 0 (n)  2  B 0 (n), so edge counting results in either model
are equivalent up to a factor of 2. In the directed model we will let d (v) and
 refer to outdegree while d (v) and  refer to indegree. Let d = d + d and
(G) = maxv d(v), then D~ (n) is the minimum of (G) over all n-vertex broadcast
digraphs G, D(n)  D~ (n)  2  D(n). Similarly de ne D~ 0(n) as the minimum
maxdegree of relaxed broadcast digraphs.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we derive lower bounds. In sections 3 and 4 we construct preliminary graphs, serving as building blocks for our main
constructions given in section 5. Section 6 discusses a generalization of the model allowing \conference calls". Finally in section 7 we o er some related problems and
open questions.
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2 Broadcast Tree Lower Bounds
For a vertex v in graph (or digraph) G, a broadcast tree T is a time-labeled directed
subgraph describing a broadcast originated by v, by the following rules:
1. T is spanning in G rooted at v, directed toward the leaves.
2. Each vertex u is labeled with an integer t(u), where t(v) = 0.
3. Whenever u is a parent of w in T , t(u) < t(w).
4. Whenever u and w are siblings in T , t(u) 6= t(w).
Given such a T , interpret label t(u) as the step when u receives the message originated
by v; the conditions guarantee that the parent of u has the message and is free to
3
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Figure 1: The boolean broadcast tree T describing a 4-step broadcast from 0 in the
hypercube H . The rst row of numbers is the time labeling t(); the second row is
the usual binary numbering.
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send it to u on step t(u). De ne t(T ) = maxu t(u); we say T is a k-step broadcast
tree when k = t(T ). A collection of such trees, one rooted at each v 2 G, de nes a
broadcast protocol for G.
For example, let Hr be the r-dimensional hypercube, with vertices given the usual
binary numbering 0; : : : ; 2r , 1. Broadcast from 0 by sending along the sth dimension
on step s, for 1  s  r: each vertex v that knows the message sends it to v +2s, . The
edges used by this protocol de ne the boolean broadcast tree Tr [F1]. (See Figure 1.)
Not every broadcast protocol is described by a broadcast tree, since a protocol may
send more than one message to some vertex. Nevertheless, given a k-step broadcast
from v, there exists a k-step broadcast tree from v, consisting of those edges on
which each vertex rst receives the message. Hence b(v; G)  k i there is a k-step
broadcast tree T rooted at v. Any such tree protocol may be controlled with at most
O(lg n) bits overhead per message (the identity of the originator), although the local
program length may be long. A parent in T might as well tell all its children the
message as quickly as possible, so we may also require the additional rule:
1

5. The children of any u 2 T have consecutive labels t(u) + 1, t(u) + 2, . . . .
Refer to those vertices v in T with t(v) = s as generation s of T . If we don't require
that T span G, then say T is a partial broadcast tree in G, i.e. it only broadcasts to
those vertices that it spans.

Lemma 2.1 In a (partial) broadcast tree T , the subtree rooted at a vertex u has
size at most 2t T ,t u .
( )

( )

Proof: The subtree can at most double on each step after u gets the message.

Theorem 2.2 Let G be an n-vertex broadcast graph. Then every vertex v 2 G has
degree d(v)  L(n).
4

Proof: Let k = dlg ne, let T be a k-step broadcast tree from v , let   d(v ) be the
degree of v in T , and let v1 ; : : : ; v be the children of v in T , labeled t(vs) = s. Then
the subtree rooted at vs has size at most 2k,s. Since these subtrees contain all vertices
except v, n , 1  Pi=1 2k,i = 2k (1 , 2, ), so   k , lg(2k , (n , 1))  L(n).

Note the last inequality is not tight; for example when n = 14 we have L(n) = 2
but the proof really shows that the degree is at least 3. For directed G the same
argument shows d (v)  L(n) for all v; by averaging there also must be a vertex v
with d (v )  L(n), hence d(v )  2  L(n).
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Corollary 2.3 For all n  1, we have B (n)  L(n)  n, B~ (n)  L(n)  n, D(n) 
~ (n)  2  L(n).
L(n), and D
1
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Constructions in section 5 show the above bounds on B (n) and B~ (n) are tight up
to a constant factor. We need a further argument to get tight lower bounds for D(n)
and D~ (n).
For a given outdegree bound d and time bound t, we inductively construct Td;t ,
the largest broadcast tree with t(T )  t and  (T )  d. The root v should have as
many children as possible, so d (v) = min(d; t). Each child u of v must be the root
of a maximum size subtree, so the tree rooted at u must be Td;t,t u ; this recursive
construction uniquely de nes Td;t.
Let bd (t) be the number of vertices in Td;t, and let fd (s) be the size of generation
P
s in Td;t , so bd (t) = ts fd (s). Since the parents of generation s are the vertices of
the previous d generations, we have recurrences for s; t > 0:
out

out

( )

=0

X

bd (t) = 1 +
X

fd (s) =

id

1

id

1

bd (t , i);

fd (s , i)

(1)
(2)

where bd (0) = fd (0) = 1 for the originator and bd(s) = fd (s) = 0 for s < 0. The
recurrence (2) de nes the dth-order Fibonacci sequence [K, 5.4.2]. If d  t then the
tree Td;t is simply the boolean broadcast tree Tt .
The generating polynomial xd = xd, +    + x + 1 has one large real root  near
2 dominating the growth rate of fd(t) and bd (t) (all other roots lie in the unit circle):
1



 2 , 2,d , d2 2, d , O(d 2, d) as d ! 1.
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For our purposes it suces that 2 , 2 ,d <  < 2 , 2,d for all d  2.
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1.6180
1.8393
1.9276
1.9659
1.9836

d,1

(2=)
 1

,

2.0000
1.4088
1.2043
1.1089
1.0595

fd (0) fd (1) fd (2) fd (3) fd (4) fd (5) fd (6)

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
4
4
4
4

5
7
8
8
8

8
13
15
16
16

13
24
29
31
32

Table 1: , (2=)d, =( , 1), and fd (t) for 2  d  6, 0  t  6.
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Lemma 2.4 For t  1; d  2, let  be de ned as above. Then
 ,  f (t)  (2=) ,  , ,
t,
, t , + 1.
, + 1  b (t)  (2=)
,
t 1

 1
 1

d 1 t 1

d

d 1 1
 1

d

Proof: Fix d. For 1  t  d we have fd(t) = 2t,1 , which lies in the claimed
range. Now for t > d use induction on t and the fact that  satis es the generating
polynomial. The bounds on bd (t) follow from summing the bounds on fd (t).

Theorem 2.5 Let T be an n-vertex k-step broadcast tree with d =  (T ). Then
out

d > lg

k lg e

k + 1 , lg n

!

, 1:

Proof: Since Td;k is the largest possible such tree, n  bd (k). Estimate (2=)d,1 =( ,
1)  2 (see table 1), so n  bd (k)  2(k , 1) + 1 < 2k , so lg n < 1 + k lg . Now
estimate lg  < 1 , 2,(d+1) lg e and solve for d.

In particular we consider trees arising in broadcast graphs and relaxed broadcast
graphs:

Corollary 2.6 Let T be an n-vertex broadcast tree and t(T )  c + lg n. Then
 (T ) > lg lg n , 0:5 , lg(c + 1). In particular if t(T )  dlg ne then  (T ) >
lg lg n , 1:5, and if t(T )  dlg ne + 1 then  (T ) > lg lg n , 2:1.
Corollary 2.7 D(n) and D~ (n) are (L(n) + lg lg n); D0(n) and D~ 0(n) are (lg lg n).
We have shown that any n-vertex dlg ne-step broadcast tree T has (T ) 
max(L(n); lg lg n , 1:5). We now show this lower bound is tight up to a leading
out
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factor of 2 and a small additive constant.

Lemma 2.8 Given d; l; t with d  l + lg t, b (t) > (1 , 2, )2 :
d

6

l

t

Proof: Estimate bd (t)  t > 2t(1 , 2,d )t > 2t(1 , t2,d ) = 2t , t2t,d  2t , 2t,l by
the condition on d.

Corollary 2.9 For n  2 , let d = L(n) + dlg lg ne + 1. Then n  b (t).
t

d

3 Boolean Constructions
This section and the following one describe some initial constructions, which will be
combined in Section 5 to yield the desired results. Speci cally, this section concerns
constructions based on variations of the hypercube.
Given n and a S  Zn = Z=nZ, the di erence digraph Zn[S ] is de ned with vertex
set Zn and edge set fi ! i + s : i 2 Zn; s 2 S g (these are also known as directed star
polygons). Zn[S ] has jS jn edges. For example de ne the boolean di erence digraph
as BD(n) = Zn[f2i : 0  i < dlg neg]. BD(n) has broadcast properties similar to the
hypercube, but it is de ned even for n not a power of two.

Theorem 3.1

BD(n) is a broadcast digraph, with a 1-bit overhead protocol.

Proof: By translational symmetry we may assume 0 is the originator. Let k = dlg ne.
On step s, 1  s  k, every vertex i which knows the message and knows i +2k,s < n
sends the message to i + 2k,s (note we have reversed the bit order used in the Hk
protocol described at the beginning of the previous section). This protocol will reach
every processor exactly once.
Note the processors know the time step by observing on which edge the message
arrives (so this works asynchronously as well). To decide whether i + 2k,s < n, the
processors pass along an extra bit. When processor i sends a message to j = i + 2s,1 ,
the extra yes/no bit tells j whether j +2s,1  n. If `no,' then j knows that its subtree
will not be truncated anywhere, and so sends `no' bits to all its children. Otherwise,
j computes n0 = n mod 2s,1 and recursively originates the BD(n0 ) protocol (this
recursion adds no overhead to the messages, we only require that each processor
knows the value of n). An originator knows n and should send a `yes' message to the
rst child such that 2s,1 < n, and a `no' message to every child after that.
We observe the resulting broadcast is tree-shaped, and hence this protocol will
also work in the asynchronous model.

Let Hr denote the directed r-dimensional hypercube (i.e. Hr has a pair of directed
edges wherever the undirected hypercube has an edge). From Hr we construct a
7

related digraph Hr;t with 2r t vertices: at each v 2 Hr root a copy of the boolean
broadcast tree Tt . Refer to the original Hr vertices as `root' vertices and the new
2r (2t , 1) vertices as `tree' vertices. Any root of Hr;t may originate an (r + t)-step
broadcast: for the rst t steps broadcast across Hr to all the roots, and then for the
remaining t steps broadcast up all the trees. This protocol requires no overhead bits
since the dimensions are always used in a xed order. Now modify Hr;t by adding a
back-edge from every tree vertex back to the root of its tree; call the resulting digraph
0 . Then H 0 is a relaxed broadcast digraph. Root vertices originate a broadcast
Hr;t
r;t
as before; tree vertices take one step to notify their root, and then let the root take
care of the broadcast from there. In this case the protocol does not trace out a tree
of messages, since the originator will receive a copy of the message; nevertheless the
protocol is still valid in the asynchronous model because the rst message of the
originator cannot collide with any future messages.
Just using Hr;t0 we may construct a sparse (O(n)-edge) relaxed broadcast digraph.
Given n let k = dlg ne, t = dlg ke, and r = k , t. Then Hr;t0 has 2k vertices; throw out
2k , n leaves (this will not disrupt the protocol). The resulting digraph has n vertices,
(r , 2)2r +2n < 3n directed edges and maxdegree  = 2r + t +2t , 1 < 4k = O(lg n).
+

4 Fibonacci Constructions
In this section we construct partial broadcast digraphs FIB1, FIB2, FIB3; all rely
on one idea, an \addressing" scheme based on the generalized Fibonacci numbers of
section 2. Construction FIB1 is the simplest illustration of the idea. Construction
FIB2 takes care of some wraparound problems, allowing any node to be an originator.
Construction FIB3 allows the originator to send fewer messages; this graph will be the
\backbone" for the nal broadcast graph constructions in section 5. These constructions have parameters d, t, and l (corresponding roughly to maxdegree, broadcast
time, and L(n)).
For string =    t 2 f0; 1gt , let h id denote Pti ai  fd(i). Let Bd;t 
f0; 1gt denote the strings which do not have the substring 0d1, and let Fd;t  Bd;t
be those with t = 1 (Fd; and Bd; both contain the empty string). We have the
following numbering theorem; it is a `dense' version of the dth-order Fibonacci number
system [K, exercise 5.4.2.10]:
1

=1

0

0

Lemma 4.1 For d  2, jF j = f (t), jB j = b (t), and the map 7! h i from B
to f0; : : : ; b (t) , 1g is bijective.
d;t
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d;t

d
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Figure 2: Broadcast tree T ; with generation labels and the numbering of lemma 4.1.
Bold edges show 13 = 2 + 3 + 8 = h01101i .
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Proof: Give each vertex u of Td;t a t-bit address corresponding to the path from
the root to u, where s = 1 i the path includes a vertex of generation s  1 (see
gure 2). Inductively the addresses in generation s are = 0t,s where 2 Fd;s,
S
bd (s , 1)  h id < bd (s). Finally note Bd;t is the disjoint union Bd;t = ts=0 Fd;s0t,s .

Given d  t, we construct a digraph FIB1d;t (see gure 3) based on this addressing
scheme. FIB1d;t has vertex set Zbd t  Zt; we let x 2 Zbd t index columns and s 2 Zt
index rows. It has the following single class of edges (we start a list of classes here
because we will add more soon):
( )

( )

Class 1: For all x, 1  s  t, and 1  i  min(d; s), connect (x , f (s); s , i) to
d

(x; s).

FIB1d;t has bd (t)  t vertices, less than bd (t)  dt directed edges, and maxdegree 2d.

Theorem 4.2 For every vertex (x; 0) 2 FIB1 there is a t-step partial broadcast
d;t

tree T1d;t (x) rooted at (x; 0) such that:

(i) T1d;t (x) contains exactly one vertex in each column y.
(ii) Generation s of T1d;t (x) lies entirely in row s.
(iii) T1d;t (x) is isomorphic to Td;t.
(iv) The protocol for T1d;t(x) needs no bit overhead on messages.
Proof: Let T1d;t(x) correspond to the following protocol: on step s, each vertex
(y; r) that has received the message within the last d steps (s , d  r < s) sends
it to (y + fd(s); s) (see gure 3). Then we are simply reconstructing Td;t : vertex u
in generation s of Td;t is reconstructed as (s; x + h id) in T1d;t (x) where is the
address of u. Hence we generate all 2 Bd;t , and touch every column exactly once.
Note the vertices don't need to know any dynamic information such as or x to run
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Figure 3: The digraph FIB1 ; with subtree T1 ; (0). All edges are directed downward;
the rst and last rows are identi ed.
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this protocol (the vertices may even be oblivious to which edge delivers an incoming
message).
FIB1d;t is still a long way from a broadcast digraph; our next construction allows
any vertex to originate a partial broadcast, with only slightly higher costs. Construct a
second digraph FIB2d;t by augmenting FIB1d;t with three further edge classes ( gure 4
illustrates how the four classes connect the rows of FIB2d;t):

Class 2: For all x, t , d  r < t, 1  s  d, connect (x , f (s); r) to (x; s).
Class 3: For all x and 1  s  t , 1, add an edge from (x; s) to (x; s + 1).
Class 4: For all x and 1  s < t , d, add an edge from (x; s) to (x; s + d + 1).
d

We refer to edges of classes 1 and 2 as `Fibonacci' edges because sending a message
along such an edge always involves a jump of fd (s) columns, where s 2 f1; : : : ; tg is
the row in which the jump ends. We refer to edges of classes 3 and 4 as `Zero' edges
since they begin and end in the same column.

Theorem 4.3 For every vertex (x; r) 2 FIB2 there is a t-step partial broadcast
tree T2d;t (x; r) rooted at (x; r) such that:

d;t

(i) T2d;t (x; r) contains at least one vertex in each column y.
10
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Figure 4: The classes of edges between rows of FIB2 ; . Edges here represent collections of edges between the corresponding rows (Fibonacci edges for classes 1 and 2,
Zero edges for classes 3 and 4).
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(ii) Generation s of T2d;t (x; r) lies entirely in row r + s.
(iii)  (T2d;t(x; r))  2d.
out

(iv) With lg t+lg d+O(1) bits overhead per message we may implement this protocol
and furthermore appoint a unique `leader' vertex of T2d;t (x; r) in each column.
Proof: By translational symmetry among the columns we may assume x = 0. If r = 0
we use the protocol from FIB1d;t, otherwise 1  r < t. Again we construct the tree by
describing a protocol. In the previous protocol we constructed all addresses 2 Bd;t
by jumping along Fibonacci edges; in this protocol we will construct all addresses
= , where 2 Bd;r and 2 Bd;t,r . In particular this includes all 2 Bd;t . The
protocol proceeds in two phases: in phase I (the rst t , r steps) we construct while
leaving = 0r , and in phase II (the last r steps) we wrap around and construct .
In phase I we use Zero edges to pass completed 0r addresses down their columns to
where they will eventually wrap around; phase II is essentially identical to the FIB1d;t
protocol. We maintain the invariant that all messages sent on step  arrive in row
s =  + r mod t, so each generation is con ned to a single row.
In the following discussion let (y; s) refer to a vertex receiving the message on time
step  , 1  s;   t. We call messages `Fibonacci' or `Zero' depending on the type of
edge they traverse. Let messages carry the following additional information elds:

 The current time step  and the row r of the originator. Since the receiver is
in row s = r +  mod t, only one of these elds really needs to be sent.

 A routing address 2 f0; 1gt telling the receiver (y; s) what path the message
has followed so far on its way here from the originator (x; r). Bit
11
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tells whether

the message made a Fibonacci jump to row i, hence y = x + h id. We maintain
= for some 2 Bd;r , 2 Bd;t,r .
We will show later that the protocol does not need to carry along all t bits of , but
only lg d + O(1) bits, so the total message overhead will be lg t + lg d + O(1) bits.
To start the protocol we pretend that on step  = 0 the originator (x; r) receives
a Fibonacci message with address = = 0t. We describe the protocol by the
actions of any vertex (y; s) after receiving a message on step  . There are several
cases:
I. If the received message is a phase I message (precisely,  = 0 or r < s  t), the
protocol is still working on while = 0r . The received message could be of
either type:

Zero: If the received message is type Zero, then we are simply passing this 0

r

down the column without changing further. There are two cases:
{ If s < t, then just send the same Zero message on to the next row of
this column, using an edge of class 3.
{ If s = t, then phase II will begin on the next step, so the receiver (y; t)
must start sending Fibonacci messages to modify . It sends them
consecutively to rows 1; : : : ; min(d; r), using edges of class 1.
Fibonacci: If the received message is type Fibonacci, we are actively building
, although is still 0r . We have two goals: continue modifying by
sending Fibonacci messages to higher rows, and also let this current =
0r wrap-around the column to ll in its low-order bits. There are two
cases:
{ If s < t , d, then the next d + 1 steps (rows) are also phase I. Send
Fibonacci messages to rows s + 1; : : : ; s + d, using edges of class 1.
Finally send a Zero message to row s + d + 1 using an edge of class 4.
{ If s  t , d, then (y; s) must both nish phase I and start phase II. For
the remaining t , s phase I steps, (y; s) sends Fibonacci messages to
rows s + 1; : : : ; t using edges of class 1. On the next min(d; r) phase II
steps (y; s) sends Fibonacci messages to rows 1; : : : ; min(d; r) using
edges of class 2.
II. In phase II we ll in ; only Fibonacci messages may be received in this phase.
(y; s) reacts by sending Fibonacci messages to rows s + 1; s + 2; : : : for the next
12

min(d; t ,  = r , s) steps using edges of class 1. This is essentially the protocol
of FIB1d;t.
Recall that all messages sent on step  arrive in row s = r +  mod t. The following
claims characterizing the messages sent on each step may be proven inductively:
I. On step  in phase I there is one Fibonacci message sent for each = 0r 0t,s
where 2 Fd; . There is one Zero message sent for each = 0r 0 d t,s
where 2 Bd; , d .
( +1)+

( +1)

II. On step  in phase II only Fibonacci messages are sent, one for each = 0r,s
where 2 Fd;s and 2 Bd;t,r .
Every 2 Bd;r Bd;t,r appears exactly once as the address of a Fibonacci message
(an may appear several times as a Zero message address), so in particular each
2 Bd;t appears exactly once as the address of a Fibonacci message (we count the
dummy message sent to the originator). Then there is a natural `leader' in each
column: the vertex receiving an address 2 Bd;t in a Fibonacci message. To show
the protocol de nes a tree, we rst check there are no collisions on any step, i.e. all
addresses sent on a step map to distinct h id modulo bd (t):
I. In phase I, all addresses of messages of either type are of the form = 0r
where 2 Bd;t,r . Since 1r 0t,s 2 Bd;t , the values h1r 0t,sid are all distinct
modulo bd (t) by lemma 4.1. Since h id = h1r 0t,sid , h1r 0t,r id, the h id must
also be distinct.
II. In phase II, since all addresses of messages sent to row s are of the form 0r,s
for 2 Fd;s; 2 Bd;t,r . The shifted addresses 1r,s are all in Bd;t , hence the
h id are distinct by a similar argument.
To nish showing the protocol de nes a tree, we check there are no vertices appearing in two generations. This could only happen if generation t collides with
generation 0 (the originator) in row r. But all the addresses received by generation t
are in Fd;r Bd;t,r , and hence not congruent to 0.
Now we consider the bit overhead to implement this protocol. The entire protocol
is oblivious to x, which just translates the tree vertices in Zbd t . During the protocol
no use is ever made of the bits of ; all the vertices need to know is the time  (which
must be given to them in the message overhead) and what kind of edge delivers the
message (which we have assumed they know for free). At the end of the protocol each
( )
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vertex (y; s) 2 T2d;t (x; r) needs to know whether their 2 Bd;t to decide if it is the
leader of column y. Since 2 Bd;r and 2 Bd;t,r , the only way could fail to be
in Bd;t is if the substring 0d1 appears on the boundary between and . To decide,
(y; s) needs to know:

 whether has a 1 in its last d bits and where it is,
 how many consecutive 0's begin (either < d or all of ).
The rst may be determined just from the identity of the sender (local information); the second may be maintained with lg d + O(1) additional bits overhead
per message. With lg t more bits to maintain the clock, we use the claimed number
of bits. Since the resulting partial broadcasts are tree-shaped, this protocol works
asynchronously as well.
For our third construction FIB3 our goal is to reduce the number of messages
sent by the originator. We introduce a new parameter l  d that corresponds to the
L(n) function of section 2. We modify FIB2 to work when the originator sends only
l messages. De ne
l
X
bd (l; t) = 1 + bd (t , i):
i=1

In particular bd (0; t) = 1. Then bd (l; t) is the size of the maximum t-step broadcast
tree Td;l;t whose root has degree l and all other vertices have outdegree at most d. We
make the following simple estimate:

Lemma 4.4 b (l; t)  (1 , 2, )b (t) + 1.
Proof: Since b (t , i)  2, b (t), b (l; t) , 1  P 2, b (t) = (1 , 2, )b (t).
We construct digraph FIB3 on vertex set Z d  Z . We use the same edge
l

d

d

i

d

d

l
i=1

d

d;l;t

i

b (l;t)

l

d

d

t

class de nitions 1, 3, and 4 used for constructing FIB2d;t (but now x in the de nitions
ranges over a di erent number of columns). We enlarge class 2 and de ne a new class 5
of `Root' edges going horizontally across rows (see gure 5(a)):

Class 2': For all x, t , l , d  r < t, 1  s  d, connect (x , f (s); r) to (x; s).
Class 5: For all (x; r), 1  i  l, connect (x; r) to (x + b (i , 1; t); r).
Theorem 4.5 For every vertex (x; r) 2 FIB3 there is a t-step partial broadcast
d

d

tree T3d;l;t(x; r) rooted at (x; r) such that:

d;l;t

(i) T3d;l;t(x; r) contains at least one vertex in each column y.
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(ii) The root (x; r) has l children, all connected by Root edges. The subtree rooted
at the ith child spans columns x + bd (i , 1; t) through x + bd (i; t) , 1.
(iii) All vertices besides the root have degree at most 2d.
(iv) With lg l + lg d + lg t + O(1) bits overhead per message we may implement this
protocol and furthermore appoint a unique `leader' vertex of T3d;l;t(x; r) in each
column.
Proof: We have arranged the edges so that for any originator (y; r) and any i such
that 1  i  l, we may run the broadcast protocol for FIB2d;t,i in rows 0; : : : ; t , i.
The only new trick is that if t , i  r < t, then we use the FIB1d;t,i protocol, i.e.
(y; r) sends Fibonacci messages to rows 1; : : : ; d, using class 2' edges. This generates
a copy of T2d;t,i (y; r) spanning and con ned to columns y; : : : ; y + bd (t , i) , 1 of
FIB3d;l;t. We call this the FIB2d;t,i subprotocol started by (y; r).
To start the main FIB3d;l;t protocol from the root (x; r), the root on step i (1 
i  l) sends a message to its ith child (x + bd (i , 1; t); r) telling it to start running the
FIB2d;t,i subprotocol. We have spaced the Root edges so that the child subtrees span
disjoint consecutive blocks of columns, hence the subprotocols never collide. Together
with the root, they span every column of FIB3d;l;t. To control the ith subprotocol we
need to send along the value of i with those messages, so that they know which rows
to skip when they wrap around. This introduces lg l additional message overhead
bits to those already needed to control the FIB2d;t,i subprotocols. To select column
leaders, we simply select the leaders from each subprotocol together with the root
(x; r).

We remark that this FIB3 protocol in fact never uses the Fibonacci edges to row
t, and so there is a slightly better construction where FIB3 has only t , 1 rows. We
have chosen to avoid this modi cation for simplicity of presentation.

5 Main Constructions
Using the constructions of the previous two sections, we are now ready to construct
broadcast digraphs and relaxed broadcast digraphs within constant factors of the
lower bounds of section 2. Note that for broadcast graphs, if L(n) is within a constant
factor of lg n, say L(n)  dlg ne =3, then we may use the boolean di erence digraph
~ (n), i.e.
BD(n), which has n dlg ne  3  B~ (n) edges and maxdegree 2 dlg ne  3  D
both are both within constant factors of the lower bounds.
15

(a)

0

1

13 14

20

0

1

13 14

20

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Class 5 edges from node 0 in some row r of FIB3 (d = 3, l = 2, t = 5).
(b) Corresponding class 5' edges from S (0; r) in FIB4. Node 1 is responsible for
columns 1{13, node 14 for columns 14{20.
Otherwise (when L(n) is o(lg n), or when we want relaxed broadcast graphs) we
rely on the constructions of section 4. We want to augment FIB3 with additional
vertices so that most vertices have degree O(l) but are still able to originate a broadcast. The general idea is to put each vertex (x; r) of FIB3 in charge of a small set
of vertices S (x; r), such that every vertex in the set may originate a broadcast in the
same way as (x; r), and (x; r) can broadcast a received message back to all of S (x; r).
Thus most of the vertices in S (x; r) may have lower degree than their leader (x; r).
This idea is detailed below.
We construct digraph FIB4d;l;t1 ;t2 (with parameters 1  l  d  t =2, lg t  t )
by augmenting FIB3d;l;t1 . We add new vertices in this construction; we refer to the
original vertices of FIB3d;l;t1 as FIB3-vertices.
De ne  = dlg t e. For each column x of FIB3d;l;t1 construct a copy H (x) of H;t2 ,
(from section 3). Identify the t FIB3-vertices of column x with t distinct roots of
H (x); the other 2t2 , t vertices of H (x) are new to the digraph FIB4. Repeating this
for every column x de nes all the new vertices of FIB4.
Partition the vertices of H (x) into t subsets S (x; s) of size at most d2t2 =t e 
2t2 , , so that (x; s) 2 S (x; s). Thus we have partitioned all the vertices of FIB4 into
approximately equal size sets represented by the FIB3-vertices. Now add the following
class of Root edges, extending the previous de nition of class 5 (see gure 5(b)):
1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

+1

Class 5': For all FIB3-vertices (x; r) and all 1  i  l, connect each v 2 S (x; r) to (x +
b (i , 1; t); r). Also if v =
6 (x; r), connect v to (x; r).
d

We now bound the number of edges and the maxdegree of FIB4.
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Lemma 5.1 Given 1  l  d  t =2,  = dlg t e  t , then FIB4
has exactly
n = 2  b (l; t ) vertices, less than n(l + 2) + b (l; t )  2t (d +  + 1) directed edges,
1

t2

d

1

d

1

l;d;t1 ;t2

2

1

1

and maxdegree less than 3(d + l + t + 2) + (l + 1)2 =t .
t2

2

1

Proof: There are bd (l; t1 ) columns y and 2t2 vertices in each H (y ), hence the number
of vertices. To count edges and maxdegree, there are six kinds of edges: those in
classes 1, 2', 3, 4, and 5', and those in the H (y) subgraphs. First we count edges.
Every vertex has at most l +1 outedges of class 5', and at most one incoming tree-edge
from H (y), hence the leading term of n(l + 2). Now we count the remaining edges
contributed per column, and then multiply by bd (l; t1), the number of columns. In
column y, class 1 contributes < dt1 edges, class 2' contributes d(l + d)  dt1 edges,
classes 3 and 4 contribute < t1 edges each, and the digraph H (y) has  2 < 2t1 root
edges besides the tree edges already counted above. Altogether this gives the claimed
bound on edges.
To bound maxdegree we simply add the maxdegrees of the six cases. Class 1 has
maxdegree 2d (note we must count both in and out degree), class 2' has maxdegree
l + d, classes 3 and 4 have maxdegree 2 each, class 5' has maxdegree d2t2 =t1 e (l +1)+ l
< (l + 1)(2 + 2t2 =t1 ) (attained at the FIB3-vertices), and each H (y ) subgraph has
maxdegree t2 +  < 3t2. Adding these gives the claimed bound on maxdegree.

Theorem 5.2 For every vertex v 2 FIB4
protocol starting from v. Furthermore:

d;l;t1 ;t2

there is a (t + t )-step broadcast
1

2

(i) After t steps of the protocol, for each column y there is a root vertex in H (y)
that knows the message.
1

(ii) The maximum number of messages sent by any vertex is 2d + t .
2

(iii) We may implement this protocol with lg l + lg t + lg d + O(1) bits overhead per
message in the synchronous model.
Proof: Let (x; s) be the FIB3-vertex such that v 2 S (x; s). The protocol proceeds
in two phases; the rst phase of t1 steps is essentially like the FIB3 protocol, with v
taking the role of (x; s). For steps 1  i  l, v sends the message along a Root edge
(class 5') to (x + fd(i , 1; t); s + i). Just as in the FIB3 protocol, these children of v
initiate a local FIB2d;t1 ,i protocol. Hence after t1 steps, all of these subprotocols nish
simultaneously and appoint a FIB3-vertex leader in every column except column x
(since these leaders are FIB3-vertices they are also roots of their respective H (y)'s).
Column x itself is a special case; if v = (x; s), then v itself is the leader of column x.
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Otherwise, v sends the message to (x; s) on step l + 1; there is time to do this since
we have assumed l < t .
At the start of the second phase, the FIB3 protocol has established a unique root
leader in each FIB3-column y. This leader is a root in the corresponding H (y), so
simply follow the H (y) t -step protocol to notify every vertex of FIB4. Hence every
vertex knows the message in t + t steps.
Note that the leader of column x receives the message on step l + 1 and may as
well start broadcasting up H (x) on step l + 2. Since v will then receive a copy of its
own message, we cannot claim that the H (x) protocol is tree shaped; nevertheless
it will work asynchronously because the message that v receives is a descendant of
v 's last outgoing message. The message overhead is essentially the same as for the
FIB3d;l;t1 protocol, since the second phase introduces no new costs.
1

2

1

2

This FIB4 protocol will not work in the asynchronous model. Phase 1 will appoint
a unique leader in a given column y, but it may also make temporary use of other
vertices from that column (as in the FIB2 protocol). In phase 2 the leader broadcasts
to all of H (y), including these `temporary' vertices used in the phase 1. Hence in
the asynchronous model one of the temporary vertices may simultaneously receive
two messages, one from phase 1 and the other from phase 2. Just from the general
arguments of section 2 we know there is an asynchronous tree-shaped protocol, but
with O(lg n) bits overhead.
Note that if t is strictly greater than  (i.e. H (y) is not just a hypercube) then at
least half the vertices in FIB4 are deletable; these are the leaves of the Tt2 , subtrees
used to build each H (y). Removing some or all of these vertices will not disrupt
the protocol, since they are always the last to receive the message in any broadcast.
Deleting vertices preserves the leading term n(l + 2) in the statement of lemma 5.1,
since each vertex contributed at most l + 2 edges to that term.
Given n, we now show that by setting the FIB4 parameters appropriately and
possibly deleting some vertices, we get broadcast digraphs and relaxed broadcast
digraphs of size n with degree and edge costs within constant factors of their lower
bounds. The choices for l, d, and t = t + t are more or less xed for us; our main
freedom is in partitioning t into t and t . As t increases, the number of edges
decreases and the maxdegree increases, but both are reasonably small for t around
lg dt=l. The following two theorems make this precise.
2

1

1

2

2

2

2

Theorem 5.3 Given n such that L(n) < (1=3) lg n, let t = dlg ne. Choose l =
L(n) + 2, d = dlg lg ne + l, t = dlg dt=le + 1, t = t , t . Then FIB4
(possibly
2

1
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d;l;t1 ;t2

after deleting some leaves) is a t-step n-vertex broadcast digraph with O(L(n)  n)
edges and O(L(n) + lg lg n) maxdegree.
Proof: First we show FIB4 has at least n vertices. By the de nition of L(n) we
know n  2t(1 , 2,(L(n)+1) ). Thus n  2t (1 , 21,l ) < 2t(1 , 2,l)2 . By lemma 4.4 we
have bd (l; t)  (1 , 2,l )bd (t), and by lemma 2.8 we have bd (t)  (1 , 2,l )2t, hence
bd (l; t)  n. For any k  t we may estimate 2k bd (l; t , k)  bd (l; t), so in particular
(k = t2 ) FIB4 has at least n vertices.
We estimate t1 < t,   dlg lg ne, 2dt=l  2t2 < 4dt=l, t2 < 2 dlg lg ne, and
bd (l; t1 )  2t1 = 2t =2t2 < 2t (l=2dt) < nl=dt. Now we apply lemma 5.1. The number
of edges is < n(l + 2) + bd (l; t1)  2t1(d +  + 1) < n(l + 2) + (nl=dt)  2t  2d =
5nL(n)+12n = O(nL(n)). Similarly the maxdegree is < 3(d+l +t2 +2)+(l +1)2t2 =t1 <
3(3d)+(l +1)(4dt=l)=t1. Since t=t1  3=2 (for suciently large n) and (l +1)=l  4=3,
the maxdegree is at most 17d = O(L(n) + lg lg n).
Finally we need 2t2  2t1 so that there are enough deletable leaf vertices to get
exactly n vertices. This is guaranteed by our choice of t2.

Corollary 5.4 B (n); B~ (n) = (L(n)  n), and D(n); D~ (n) = (L(n) + lg lg n).
We comment that an alternative construction (presented in a previous version of
this paper [Pe]) yields a better bound of (L(n)+2)n on the number of edges. However,
that construction has linear indegree.

Theorem 5.5 Given n such that L(n) < (1=3) lg n, let t = dlg ne + 1. Choose l = 2,
d = dlg lg ne, t = dlg dte, t = t , t . Then FIB4
(possibly after deleting some
2

1

d;l;t1 ;t2

2

leaves) is a t-step n-vertex relaxed broadcast digraph with O(n) edges and O(lg lg n)
maxdegree.

Proof: Again we start by showing FIB4 has at least n vertices. We know n < 2t,1 <
(1 , 2,l )22t . Arguing as in the last proof we have n < bd (t)(1 , 2,l ) < bd (l; t) <
2t2 bd (l; t1), hence the graph is large enough.
We estimate t1 < t,   dlg lg ne, dt  2t2 < 2dt, t2 < 2 dlg lg ne, and bd (l; t1) 
2t1 = 2t=2t2  2t =dt < 4n=dt. Again we apply lemma 5.1. The number of edges is <
21n = O(n) and the maxdegree is < 17d + 12 = O(lg lg n).
We need 2t2  4t1 to insure there are enough deletable vertices; this is guaranteed
by our choice of t2 for n suciently large.

Corollary 5.6 B 0(n); B~ 0(n) = (n), and D0(n); D~ 0(n) = (lg lg n).
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By theorem 5.2 we know that the graphs of theorems 5.3 and 5.5 have synchronous
protocols with O(lg lg n) bit overhead, while we need O(lg n) bits to get tree-shaped
asynchronous protocols. We have no corresponding lower bounds on bit complexity.

6 c-Broadcast Graphs
A wide variety of models for broadcast (and communication networks in general) are
considered in the literature. Examples of such models are radio broadcast networks
(cf. [GVF]) and line broadcasts (cf. [F2]). One particular variant of the model
considered here is a model which allows vertices to communicate simultaneously with
all their neighbors in one time unit. This model, which is quite common in the eld
of synchronous distributed and parallel computing (cf. [A, BD, Fi] among others), is
a natural one to consider when the system supplies hardware mechanisms enabling
such an operation, or in cases where message transmission time is negligible compared
to the time required for processing within the vertices between consecutive rounds.
In such a model, broadcast can be achieved in time D in every network of diameter
D, hence in the complete network broadcast requires only one time unit.
The dichotomy between the above two extreme models suggests a natural intermediate model which provides for \conference calls" of limited size, i.e., in which a
vertex is allowed to send a message simultaneously to up to c neighbors at a time,
for some constant c  1. We refer to broadcast in this model as c-broadcast. In
this section we extend the basic results known for c = 1 to every c  1. (A related
generalization is studied in [RL]; there, the communication network is represented by
a (c + 1)-uniform hypergraph, and each conference call involves the vertices of some
hyperedge.)
Similar to the de nitions of the standard (1-broadcast) model, let bc(u; G) denote
the minimum time required to broadcast from the vertex u in the graph G in the
c-broadcast model, and let bc (G) = maxfbc (u; G) j u 2 V (G)g. The obvious lower
bound on the time needed for c-broadcast is
l

Lemma 6.1 b (G)  log
c

m

c+1 n for every n-vertex network G.

Consequently, a c-broadcast graph (respectively, relaxed
c-broadcast
graph) is an
l
m
nl -vertex mcommunication network G such that bc (G) = logc n (resp., bc (G) =
logc n + 1), and Bc(n) (resp., Bc0 (n)) denotes the minimum number of edges of
any n-vertex c-broadcast graph (resp., relaxed c-broadcast graph).
+1

+1
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We rst extend the n = 2k result of [FHMP] to the c-broadcast model.

Theorem 6.2

Bc (n) = 2c nk for every n = (c + 1)k , k  1.

The results of the previous sections can be extended as well. Denote the exact
number of consecutive leading c's in the (c + 1)-ary representation of n , 1 by Lc(n).
Extending the lower bound of theorem 2.2, and using upper bound constructions
from [Pe], we have the following.

Theorem 6.3 For all n  1, (L (n) , 1)n < B (n) < [c(L (n) + 1) + 1]n, i.e.
B (n) = (c  L (n)  n).
Theorem 6.4 B 0 (n) < 2n for every n  1 and c  1.
c

2

c

c

c

c

c

c

We may de ne the analogous maximal c-broadcast tree where each vertex sends
messages at most d times (and hence has outdegree at most cd); the generation
sizes are given by the sequence fdc(s) = c  Pdi fdc(s , i) with growth rate  
(c + 1) , c=(c + 1)d . We may then extend theorem 2.5.
=1

Theorem 6.5 For every
(logc log n).

n

 1, Dc(n) = (Lc (n) + logc log n) and Dc0 (n) =
+1

+1

The numbering scheme and rst construction of section 4 carry through analogously. Further pursuit of the methods of section 5 may yield a construction proving
the previous theorem tight as well; we have not pursued this further.

7 Open Problems
A number of other interesting problems suggest themselves for further study. A significant area of problems concerns the design of broadcast schemes for given networks (as
opposed to networks designed speci cally for the purpose of broadcast). It is known
that both determining the broadcast time b(v; G) of an arbitrary vertex v in an arbitrary graph G [SCH] and recognizing a broadcast graph [FHMP] are NP-complete.
Consequently, heuristic approaches for the problem of determining a near-optimal
broadcast strategy in an arbitrary network were studied in [SW], and exact solutions
were provided for special families of graphs, such as trees [P, SCH] and grids [FH].
This line of research seems especially important, as in most cases the designer of a
broadcast scheme faces an existing network with a xed topology. Natural classes
of graphs to be considered are families such as regular, planar and bounded-degree
graphs.
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A related problem is that of distributing distinct pieces of information from several
originators in the network simultaneously. In its ultimate form, this problem turns
into the well-known gossip problem (cf. the bibliography of [HHL]). This problem
involves n items of information, each initially held in one of the vertices, and the
question is what resources (messages, time, edges, etc.) are required to let everyone
know everything. This problem assumes a model in which a single message can
carry an unlimited amount of information (or at least O(n) bits). More realistic
assumptions allow a message to carry no more than O(log n) bits of information,
which makes the intermediate levels of the problem (i.e., with a limited number of
originators) interesting in their own right.
Another interesting issue from a theoretical point of view is that of broadcasting
on random graphs. The radius of random graphs has been well studied, but it may be
worth looking at the broadcast radius b(G) of random graphs. Pure random graphs
will not make good broadcast graphs just out of degree constraints, but random
graphs may still be useful components (e.g. use random edges instead of Fibonacci
edges). More importantly these random graphs may be fault tolerant. One may
consider using a random protocol as well.
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